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(54) PRESENTATION OF 2D AND 3D ASSISTED VISUAL SEPARATION INFORMATION

(57) A system for providing visual cues to flight crew
on multiple displays during an approach is provided. The
system is configured to: position, on a synthetic vision
system (SVS) and/or head-up display (HUD), one or
more traffic icons each representative of a lead aircraft
ahead of the ownship; designate a lead aircraft as traffic
to follow (TTF) via selection of a first traffic icon repre-
sentative of one lead aircraft displayed on a navigation
display and via selection of a second traffic icon repre-

sentative of the same lead aircraft displayed on the SVS,
wherein selection of either the first traffic icon or the sec-
ond traffic icon results in designation of the selected lead
aircraft as TTF and results in both the first traffic icon and
the second traffic icon to more visually stand out; and
position, on a horizontal situation indicator, a third TTF
icon representative of the lead aircraft when a TTF has
been designated.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the subject matter described
herein relate generally to aircraft monitoring and alerting
systems. More particularly, embodiments of the subject
matter relate to systems and methods for monitoring and
navigating aircraft during approach procedures using vis-
ual separation rules.

BACKGROUND

[0002] CDTI (Cockpit Display of Traffic Information)
may allow a flight crew to maintain ownship separation
from a target aircraft that the ownship follows when visual
contact is lost (e.g., due to hazy or night conditions) by
using the information provided by the CDTI as a substi-
tute for an out-the-window view. CDTI may be provided
to the flight crew via a navigation display, which can pro-
vide a two-dimensional (2D) view. The flight crew may,
however, have other displays, such as a primary flight
display (PFD), which can provide a three-dimensional
(3D) view, within the flight crew’s field of view during pro-
cedures when following target aircraft. These other dis-
plays may not provide CDTI. A flight crew’s situational
awareness may be improved by a simultaneous display
of 2D and 3D information related to a target aircraft that
the ownship follows.
[0003] Hence, it is desirable to provide the CDTI on
the PFD and/or head up display (HUD) to achieve simul-
taneous display of 2D and 3D information related to a
target aircraft that the ownship follows. Furthermore, oth-
er desirable features and characteristics of the present
invention will become apparent from the subsequent de-
tailed description and the appended claims, taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings and the fore-
going technical field and background.

SUMMARY

[0004] This summary is provided to describe select
concepts in a simplified form that are further described
in the Detailed Description. This summary is not intended
to identify key or essential features of the claimed subject
matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in deter-
mining the scope of the claimed subject matter.
[0005] In one embodiment, a visualization assistance
system for providing visual cues to flight crew on multiple
displays while following a proceeding aircraft during an
approach using visual separation rules is provided. The
visualization assistance system includes one or more
processors configured by programming instructions on
non-transient computer readable media. The visualiza-
tion assistance system is configured to: position, on an
SVS (synthetic vision system) display section of a prima-
ry flight display (PFD) and/or head up display (HUD), one
or more traffic icons, wherein each is representative of a

lead aircraft ahead of an ownship and wherein the size
of each traffic icon is scaled based on proximity to the
ownship; designate a lead aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF)
via selection of a first traffic icon representative of one
lead aircraft displayed on a navigation display (ND) or
via selection of a second traffic icon representative of the
same lead aircraft displayed on the SVS (on the PFD
and/or HUD), wherein selection of either the first traffic
icon or the second traffic icon results in designation of
the selected lead aircraft as TTF and results in both the
first traffic icon and the second traffic icon in being made
to more visually stand out; and position, on an HSI (hor-
izontal situation indicator) section of the PFD, a third TTF
icon representative of the lead aircraft when a TTF has
been designated.
[0006] In another embodiment, a computer-imple-
mented method in a trail aircraft for providing visual cues
to flight crew on multiple displays while following a pro-
ceeding aircraft during an approach using visual sepa-
ration rules is provided. The method includes: position-
ing, on an SVS (synthetic vision system) display section
of a primary flight display (PFD) and/or HUD, one or more
traffic icons wherein each is representative of a lead air-
craft ahead of an ownship and wherein the size of each
traffic icon is scaled based on proximity to the ownship;
designating a lead aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF) via
selection of a first traffic icon representative of one lead
aircraft displayed on a navigation display (ND) or via se-
lection of a second traffic icon representative of the same
lead aircraft displayed on the SVS, wherein selection of
either the first traffic icon or the second traffic icon results
in designation of the selected lead aircraft as TTF and
results in both the first traffic icon and the second traffic
icon being made to more visually stand out; and position-
ing, on an HSI (horizontal situation indicator) section of
the PFD, a third TTF icon representative of the lead air-
craft when a TTF has been designated.
[0007] Furthermore, other desirable features and char-
acteristics will become apparent from the subsequent de-
tailed description and the appended claims, taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings and the pre-
ceding background.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Embodiments of the subject matter will herein-
after be described in conjunction with the following draw-
ing figures, wherein like numerals denote like elements,
and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a diagram depicting an example operating
environment in which visualization assistance
queues may be provided for flight crew use, in ac-
cordance with some embodiments;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example visualization
assistance system, in accordance with some em-
bodiments;
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FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, and 4 are diagrams depicting
example visualization assistance queues that the ex-
ample visualization system may cause to be dis-
played on a ND for flight crew use during an approach
using visual separation rules, in accordance with
some embodiments;

FIGS. 5A, 5B, 6, 7A, 7B, 8 and 9 are diagrams de-
picting example visualization assistance queues that
the example visualization system may cause to be
displayed on a PFD for flight crew use during an ap-
proach using visual separation rules, in accordance
with some embodiments; and

FIG. 10 is a process flow chart depicting an example
process in a trail aircraft for providing visual cues to
flight crew on multiple displays (e.g., ND and PFD)
while following a proceeding aircraft during an ap-
proach using visual separation rules, in accordance
with some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The following detailed description is merely ex-
emplary in nature and is not intended to limit the appli-
cation and uses. Furthermore, there is no intention to be
bound by any expressed or implied theory presented in
the preceding technical field, background, summary, or
the following detailed description. As used herein, the
term "module" refers to any hardware, software,
firmware, electronic control component, processing log-
ic, and/or processor device, individually or in any combi-
nation, including without limitation: application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), a field-programmable gate-ar-
ray (FPGA), an electronic circuit, a processor (shared,
dedicated, or group) and memory that executes one or
more software or firmware programs, a combinational
logic circuit, and/or other suitable components that pro-
vide the described functionality.
[0010] Embodiments of the present disclosure may be
described herein in terms of functional and/or logical
block components and various processing steps. It
should be appreciated that such block components may
be realized by any number of hardware, software, and/or
firmware components configured to perform the specified
functions. For example, an embodiment of the present
disclosure may employ various integrated circuit compo-
nents, e.g., memory elements, digital signal processing
elements, logic elements, look-up tables, or the like,
which may carry out a variety of functions under the con-
trol of one or more microprocessors or other control de-
vices. In addition, those skilled in the art will appreciate
that embodiments of the present disclosure may be prac-
ticed in conjunction with any number of systems, and that
the systems described herein is merely exemplary em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
[0011] For the sake of brevity, conventional techniques
related to signal processing, data transmission, signal-

ing, control, and other functional aspects of the systems
(and the individual operating components of the systems)
may not be described in detail herein. Furthermore, the
connecting lines shown in the various figures contained
herein are intended to represent example functional re-
lationships and/or physical couplings between the vari-
ous elements. It should be noted that many alternative
or additional functional relationships or physical connec-
tions may be present in an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0012] The subject matter described herein discloses
apparatus, systems, techniques and articles for increas-
ing the situational awareness of the flight crew when us-
ing information displayed in the cockpit such as CDTI to
maintain ownship separation when visual contact is lost.
The apparatus, systems, techniques and articles provid-
ed herein can provide a simultaneous 2D and 3D pres-
entation of designated traffic and CDTI to enhance
awareness of traffic to follow, separation criteria and dif-
ferential groundspeed.
[0013] FIG. 1 is a diagram depicting an example oper-
ating environment 100 in which visualization assistance
queues may be provided for flight crew use. In poor vis-
ibility situations it may be difficult for flight crew to main-
tain a desired visual separation from a target aircraft. To
support flight crew situation and traffic awareness, the
apparatus, systems, techniques and articles described
herein provide visualization assistance queues on mul-
tiple cockpit display screens that can help the flight crew
maintain separation between a target aircraft and an
ownship during an approach using visual separation
rules.
[0014] In the example environment 100, air traffic con-
trol (ATC) 102 provides clearance information to the flight
crew on an ownship 104 indicating the identification des-
ignation for a target aircraft 106 to follow, for example,
during a landing procedure. The flight crew of the ownship
may report "Traffic in sight" to ATC 102, designate the
target aircraft 106 in its aircraft equipment, and select an
alerting distance threshold (e.g., a pre-selected distance)
as a minimum separation distance between the ownship
104 and the target aircraft 106 the flight crew would like
to maintain. The flight crew of the ownship 104 may adjust
the ownship aircraft speed based on an out the window
view of the target aircraft 106 to maintain a desired own-
ship separation from the target aircraft 106. If visual con-
tact with the target aircraft 106 is lost (e.g., due to haze
108), the flight crew may adjust the aircraft speed of the
ownship 104 based on information provided by a visual-
ization assistance system 110 to maintain ownship sep-
aration. Use of the visualization assistance system 110
can improve flight crew situational awareness. Use of the
visualization assistance system 110 may end when the
target aircraft 106 lands, e.g., at a runway 114.
[0015] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example visu-
alization assistance system 200. The example visualiza-
tion assistance system 200 is configured to provide visual
cues 201 to flight crew on multiple displays - a navigation
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display (ND) 202, a primary flight display (PFD) 204,
and/or a heads up display (HUD) 205 - while an ownship
follows a lead (target) aircraft during an approach proce-
dure that requires the use of visual separation rules. This
can help make the flight crew more situational aware as
the flight crew adjusts its view between the window to
the outside, the ND 202, the PFD 204, and/or HUD 205.
For a PFD 204 that provides both a synthetic vision sys-
tem (SVS) 206 and a horizontal situation indicator (HSI)
208, the example visualization assistance system 200 is
configured to provide visual cues to both the SVS 206
and the HSI 208, to additionally improve the situational
awareness of flight crew by providing four different sourc-
es of visual cues. The example visualization assistance
system 200 is configured to retrieve traffic data from a
traffic computer 210 onboard the ownship from a traffic
source such as ADS-B, ADS-R, TIS-B or other data from
the preceding aircraft, aircraft data from avionics systems
212 such as the FMS (flight management system), and
flight crew input 214.
[0016] The example visualization assistance system
200 is implemented using a controller. The controller in-
cludes at least one processor and a computer-readable
storage device or media encoded with programming in-
structions for configuring the controller. The processor
may be any custom-made or commercially available
processor, a central processing unit (CPU), a graphics
processing unit (GPU), an application specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA),
an auxiliary processor among several processors asso-
ciated with the controller, a semiconductor-based micro-
processor (in the form of a microchip or chip set), any
combination thereof, or generally any device for execut-
ing instructions.
[0017] The computer readable storage device or me-
dia may include volatile and non-volatile storage in read-
only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM),
and keep-alive memory (KAM), for example. KAM is a
persistent or non-volatile memory that may be used to
store various operating variables while the processor is
powered down. The computer-readable storage device
or media may be implemented using any of a number of
known memory devices such as PROMs (programmable
read-only memory), EPROMs (electrically PROM), EEP-
ROMs (electrically erasable PROM), flash memory, or
any other electric, magnetic, optical, or combination
memory devices capable of storing data, some of which
represent executable programming instructions, used by
the controller.
[0018] FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, and 4 are diagrams de-
picting example visualization assistance queues that the
example visualization system 200 may cause to be dis-
played on a ND 202 for flight crew use during an approach
using visual separation rules. FIGS. 5A, 5B, 6, 7A, 7B, 8
and 9 are diagrams depicting example visualization as-
sistance queues that the example visualization system
200 may cause to be displayed on a PFD 204 for flight
crew use during an approach using visual separation

rules.
[0019] The example visualization assistance system
200 is configured to receive a selection of a target icon
302, that represents a target aircraft ahead of the own-
ship. The ND may display one or more potential target
aircraft via icons. The selection of an icon 302 may cause
the opening of a dialog box 304 from which the selected
icon and the aircraft represented by the icon 302 may be
designated as traffic to follow (TTF) using the example
visualization assistance system 200.
[0020] Upon receiving a selection, the example system
200 is configured to make the selected target icon 302
become more visually pronounced, for example, by
changing the color of the icon 302 (e.g. to green) and/or
causing an area 306 surrounding the target icon to be
displayed in a specific shape or color (e.g., green box).
The example system 200 is configured to cause the dis-
play of a call sign (or flight ID) indicator 308 that provides
the call sign/flight ID of the target aircraft, cause a display
of a ground speed indicator 310 that provides the ground
speed of the target aircraft, and relative numerical altitude
312 with a + sign for traffic above the ownship or - sign
for traffic below the ownship. Traffic the same altitude is
displayed with no preceding symbol. Also, the fixed size
vertical sense arrow 314 is displayed as an upward arrow
for ascending traffic and a downward arrow for descend-
ing traffics. The example system 200 is configured to
provide a range ring symbol 316 that indicates a relative
distance in front of an ownship symbol on the ND and a
numeric value 318 for a flight crew selected minimum
range value wherein the minimum range value (threshold
value) is equal to a minimum flight crew selected desired
separation distance between the target aircraft and the
ownship. The example system 200 is configured to cause
the distance between the selected target icon 302, the
range ring symbol 316 and an ownship symbol 320 on
the ND to be proportional to the horizontal distance be-
tween the actual target aircraft, the threshold distance
and the actual ownship. The visualization assistance sys-
tem 200 is further configured to systematically adjust the
position of the selected target icon 302 relative to the first
range ring symbol 316 and the ownship symbol 320 on
the ND
[0021] The example system 200 is further configured
to provide a differential ground speed widget 322 that
provides an alpha numeric indication of the differential
ground speed (DGS) between the target aircraft and the
ownship, and a differential ground speed symbol 324 that
provides a graphical indication of whether the ownship
is slower or faster than preceding aircraft 306. The dif-
ferential ground speed symbol 324 is configured to pro-
vide a differential speed indicator symbol that indicates
a range of differential speeds between the target and the
ownship. In one example, a back chevron 326 below an
ownship symbol 320 indicates a negative differential
ground speed (e.g., the ownship speed is slower than
preceding aircraft), a single chevron 328 above the own-
ship symbol 320 indicates a positive differential speed of
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1 to 24 knots (e.g., the ownship is slightly faster that pre-
ceding aircraft), a directional triangle 330 above the own-
ship symbol 320 indicates a positive differential speed of
25 to 49 knots, and a directional triangle with a chevron
332 above the ownship symbol 320 indicates a positive
differential speed of 50 or more knots. The example vis-
ualization assistance system 200 may also be configured
to cause the display of the horizontal range between the
target aircraft and the ownship in a location 334 on the
ND adjacent to the differential ground speed magnitude.
When the distance between the ownship and the target
aircraft is less than the flight crew selected minimum
range value 318 or the received traffic data (e.g., ADS-
B data), which provides data from the target aircraft on
its position, heading, and velocity, is of low quality, the
example visualization assistance system 200 is config-
ured to cause a caution alert to be presented, for exam-
ple, by changing the color of the target symbol 336 and
call sign/flight ID 338 (e.g., to an amber color), to cause
the display of a label 340 (e.g., an UNABLE label) adja-
cent to the traffic icon 336, and to cause the area sur-
rounding the target icon (e.g., area 306) to no longer be
displayed in the specific shape or color in which it was
displayed before the presentation of the caution alert.
[0022] To provide visual cues to the flight crew on mul-
tiple displays (e.g., ND 202 and PFD 204), the example
visualization assistance system 200 is configured to pro-
vide icon, widgets and symbols on the PFD 204 that are
similar to those provided by the visualization assistance
system 200 on the ND 202.
[0023] As illustrated in FIGS. 5A and 5B, the example
visualization assistance system 200 is configured to po-
sition, on an SVS (a three dimensional (3D) synthetic
vision system) display section of a primary flight display
(PFD), one or more traffic icons 502, 503 each repre-
sentative of an aircraft ahead of the ownship, wherein
the size of each traffic icon 502, 503 is scaled based on
proximity to the ownship, and wherein a traffic icon 503
for a first traffic aircraft is smaller than a traffic icon 502
for a second traffic aircraft when the first traffic aircraft is
further away from the ownship than the second traffic
aircraft.
[0024] The example visualization assistance system
200 is configured to receive the selection of one traffic
icon 502 of the traffic icons 502, 503 on the SVS and
designate an aircraft represented by the selected icon
502 as traffic to follow (TTF) via the selection of the traffic
icon 502. The example visualization assistance system
200 is therefore configured such that the selection of ei-
ther a traffic icon 302 on the ND or a traffic icon 502 on
the SVS results in designation of the selected aircraft as
TTF and results in both the traffic icon 302 on the ND
and the traffic icon 502 on the SVS being made to more
visually stand out (e.g., pixels 504 surrounding the icon
502 may be made to be displayed in a different color or
intensity or shading the pixels representing the icon 502
in a different color or intensity). Similar visual presenta-
tions could be provided on a head-up display (HUD).

[0025] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the example visualiza-
tion assistance system 200 is also configured to position,
on an HSI (horizontal situation indicator) section of the
PFD, a TTF icon 602 representative of the lead aircraft
when a TTF has been designated. Similar to the traffic
icon 302 on the ND, the TTF icon 602 may include a
designation of the call sign/flight ID 608 for the TTF, the
ground speed 610 of the TTF, and a numerical represen-
tation of an altitude difference 612 between the TTF and
the ownship.
[0026] The example visualization assistance system
200 is configured to cause a range ring symbol 616 that
indicates a relative distance in front of an ownship and a
numeric representation 618 of the flight crew selected
threshold distance (similar to range ring symbol 316) to
be displayed on the HSI section of the PFD. The distance
between the TTF icon 602, the range ring symbol 616
and an ownship symbol 620 on the HSI is proportional
to the horizontal distance between the actual TTF, the
threshold distance and the actual ownship. Selection of
either the traffic icon 302 on the ND, the traffic icon 502
on the SVS, or the TTF icon 602 allows for entry of the
threshold distance from the ND, the SVS or the HSI. The
example visualization assistance system 200 is further
configured to systematically adjust (e.g., periodically) the
position of the TTF icon 602 relative to the range ring
symbol 616 and the ownship symbol 620 on the HSI.
[0027] The example visualization assistance system
200 is configured to cause to be displayed, on the PFD,
a numerical representation 622 of the differential ground
speed between the TTF and the ownship and a differen-
tial ground speed symbol 624 representative of a range
of differential ground speeds. In one example, the exam-
ple visualization assistance system 200 is configured to
cause to be displayed, adjacent to the ownship symbol
620 on the HSI, the numerical representation 622 of the
differential ground speed difference between the TTF
and the ownship, and the differential ground speed sym-
bol 624 representative of a range of differential ground
speeds as illustrated in FIGS. 6 and 7B. In another ex-
ample, the visualization assistance system 200 is con-
figured to cause the numerical representation 622 of the
differential ground speed and the differential ground
speed symbol 624 to be displayed adjacent to an existing
groundspeed display on the PFD as illustrated in FIG. 7A.
[0028] As illustrated in FIG. 8, the example visualiza-
tion assistance system 200 is configured to estimate an
airspeed target 802 at which to fly to maintain a desired
distance between the ownship and the TTF and cause
the estimated airspeed target 802 to be displayed on the
SVS. The estimated airspeed target 802 may be dis-
played (e.g., green line and diamond) in an airspeed in-
dicator section 804 on the SVS or HUD The example
visualization assistance system 200 is configured to es-
timate the airspeed target 802 using a current ownship
airspeed, wind speed and direction, current ownship
groundspeed, and differential groundspeed between the
TTF and the ownship. This information may be deter-
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mined from information from the traffic computer 210,
sensors, and avionics systems 212 on the ownship. The
example visualization assistance system 200 is further
configured to cause a vertical line 806 from the TTF icon
502 displayed on the SVS to provide an indication of the
distance between the TTF and the ownship. Also, the
visualization assistance system 200 could be configured
to provide some or all of the features depicting in FIG. 8
based on the target platform or the personal preference
of the flight crew.
[0029] As illustrated in FIG. 9, the example visualiza-
tion assistance system 200 is configured to cause the
state of the TTF icon 502 displayed on the SVS and the
TTF icon 602 displayed on HSI to change (e.g., different
color and/or shape) when the TTF transitions to a TCAS
Traffic Advisory (TA) state due to inadequate separation.
The example visualization assistance system 200 is con-
figured to cause an alert to be displayed on both the ND
and the PFD when traffic that becomes a potential hazard
is detected. The TFF 602 may also no longer meets min-
imum specified criteria, such as the threshold distance
is violated or the ADS-B has dropped out. The example
visualization assistance system 200 is configured to
cause similar types of range advisory alerts to be dis-
played on both the ND and the PFD.
[0030] FIG. 10 is a process flow chart depicting an ex-
ample process 1000 in a trail aircraft for providing visual
and aural cues to flight crew on multiple displays (e.g.,
ND, PFD, and HUD) while following a proceeding aircraft
during an approach using visual separation rules. The
order of operation within the process 1000 is not limited
to the sequential execution as illustrated in the figure, but
may be performed in one or more varying orders as ap-
plicable and in accordance with the present disclosure.
[0031] The example process 1000 includes positioning
on an SVS (and/or HUD) one or more traffic icons, each
representative of a lead aircraft ahead of the ownship
(operation 1002). The size of each traffic icon is scaled
based on proximity to ownship. For example, a traffic
icon may be smaller when the lead aircraft is further away
from the ownship.
[0032] The example process 1000 includes designat-
ing an aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF) via selection of a
traffic icon representative of the aircraft displayed on ei-
ther a navigation display (ND) or on the SVS/HUD (op-
eration 1004). Selection of either a traffic icon on the ND
or SVS/HUD results in designation of the lead aircraft
represented by the traffic icon as TTF and results in both
traffic icons on the ND and SVS/HUD being made to more
visually stand out (e.g., pixels surrounding the icon to be
displayed in a different color or intensity or shading of
the pixels representing the icon to be displayed in a dif-
ferent color or intensity);
[0033] The example process 1000 includes position-
ing, on an HSI (horizontal situation indicator) section of
the PFD, a TTF icon representative of the selected air-
craft when a TTF has been designated (operation 1006).
The TTF icon on the HSI may include a designation of

the call sign/flight ID for the TTF, the ground speed of
the TTF, and a numerical representation of an altitude
difference between the TTF and the ownship.
[0034] The example process 1000 includes causing a
first range ring symbol along with a numerical represen-
tation of a flight crew selected threshold distance to be
displayed on the ND adjacent the first range ring symbol
(operation 1008). The threshold distance is flight crew
selected as a minimum separation distance between the
TTF and the ownship. The distance between the traffic
icon, the first range ring and an ownship symbol on the
ND is proportional to the horizontal distance between the
actual TTF, the threshold distance and the actual own-
ship
[0035] The example process 1000 includes causing a
second range ring symbol along with a numerical repre-
sentation of the flight crew selected threshold distance
to be displayed on the HSI section of the PFD (operation
1010). The distance between the traffic icon, the second
range ring and an ownship symbol on the HSI is propor-
tional to the horizontal distance between the actual TTF,
the threshold distance and the actual ownship. Also, se-
lection of either the traffic icon on the ND, the traffic icon
on the SVS, or the TTF icon on the HSI allows for entry
of the threshold distance from the ND, the SVS or the HSI.
[0036] The example process 1000 further includes
systematically adjusting the position of the traffic icon on
the ND relative to the first range ring and the ownship
symbol on the ND, and the position of the TTF icon on
the HSI relative to the second range ring and the ownship
symbol on the HSI (operation 1012).
[0037] Described herein are apparatus, systems, tech-
niques and articles for increasing the situational aware-
ness of the flight crew by providing a simultaneous two-
dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) presenta-
tion of visual cues on multiple displays to enhance aware-
ness of traffic to follow, separation criteria and/or differ-
ential ground speed.
[0038] In one embodiment, a visualization assistance
system for providing visual cues to flight crew on multiple
displays while following a proceeding aircraft during an
approach using visual separation rules is provided. The
visualization assistance system comprises one or more
processors configured by programming instructions on
non-transient computer readable media. The visualiza-
tion assistance system is configured to: position, on an
SVS (synthetic vision system) display section of a prima-
ry flight display (PFD) or head up display (HUD), one or
more traffic icons each representative of a lead aircraft
ahead of the ownship wherein the size of each traffic icon
is scaled based on proximity to ownship; designate a lead
aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF) via selection of a first
traffic icon representative of one lead aircraft displayed
on a navigation display (ND) or via selection of a second
traffic icon representative of the same lead aircraft dis-
played on the SVS/HUD, wherein selection of either the
first traffic icon or the second traffic icon results in des-
ignation of the selected lead aircraft as TTF and results
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in both the first traffic icon and the second traffic icon
being made to more visually stand out; and position, on
an HSI (horizontal situation indicator) section of the PFD,
a third TTF icon representative of the lead aircraft when
a TTF has been designated.
[0039] These aspects and other embodiments may in-
clude one or more of the following features. The third
TTF icon may include a designation of the call sign/flight
ID for the TTF, the ground speed of the TTF, and a nu-
merical representation of an altitude difference between
the TTF and the ownship. The visualization assistance
system may be further configured to: cause a first range
ring symbol along with a numerical representation of a
flight crew selected threshold distance to be displayed
on the ND adjacent the first range ring symbol, wherein
the threshold distance is equal to a minimum flight crew
selected separation distance between the TTF and the
ownship, and wherein the distance between the first traf-
fic icon, the first range ring symbol and an ownship sym-
bol on the ND is proportional to the horizontal distance
between the actual TTF, the threshold distance and the
actual ownship; and cause a second range ring symbol
along with a numerical representation of the flight crew
selected threshold distance to be displayed on the HSI
section of the PFD, wherein the distance between the
third traffic icon, the second range ring symbol and an
ownship symbol on the HSI is proportional to the hori-
zontal distance between the actual TTF, the threshold
distance and the actual ownship, and wherein selection
of either the first traffic icon, the second traffic icon, or
the third traffic icon allows for entry of the threshold dis-
tance from the ND, the SVS or the HSI. The visualization
assistance system may be further configured to system-
atically adjust the position of the first traffic icon relative
to the first range ring symbol and the ownship symbol on
the ND, and the position of the third traffic icon relative
to the second range ring symbol and the ownship symbol
on the HSI. The visualization assistance system may be
further configured to: cause to be displayed, adjacent to
an ownship symbol on the ND, a numerical representa-
tion of the differential ground speed between the TTF
and ownship and a differential ground speed symbol rep-
resentative of a range of differential ground speeds; and
cause to be displayed, on the PFD, a numerical repre-
sentation of the differential ground speed between the
TTF and the ownship and a differential ground speed
symbol representative of a range of differential ground
speeds. The visualization assistance may be configured
to cause the numerical representation of the differential
ground speed and the differential ground speed symbol
to be displayed either adjacent to an ownship symbol on
the SVS or adjacent to an existing groundspeed display
on the SVS. The visualization assistance system may be
further configured to: estimate an airspeed target at
which to fly to maintain a desired distance between the
ownship and the TTF; and cause the estimated airspeed
target to be displayed on the SVS. The visualization as-
sistance system may be configured to cause the estimat-

ed airspeed target to be displayed in an airspeed indicator
section on the SVS. The visualization assistance system
may be configured to estimate the airspeed target using
a current ownship airspeed, wind speed and direction,
current ownship groundspeed, and differential ground-
speed between the TTF and the ownship. The visualiza-
tion assistance system may be further configured to
cause a vertical line from TTF symbol displayed on SVS
to TTF symbol displayed on PFD to provide indication of
how close TTF is from ownship. The visualization assist-
ance system may be further configured to cause the state
of the TFF symbol on SVS and the TTF symbol on the
HSI to change when the TTF no longer meets minimum
CAVS criteria.
[0040] In another embodiment, a computer-imple-
mented method in a trail aircraft for providing visual cues
to flight crew on multiple displays while following a pro-
ceeding aircraft during an approach using visual sepa-
ration rules, the method comprising: positioning, on an
SVS (synthetic vision system) display section of a prima-
ry flight display (PFD) or HUD, one or more traffic icons
wherein each is representative of a lead aircraft ahead
of an ownship and wherein the size of each traffic icon
is scaled based on proximity to the ownship; designating
a lead aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF) via selection of a
first traffic icon representative of one lead aircraft dis-
played on a navigation display (ND) or via selection of a
second traffic icon representative of the same lead air-
craft displayed on the SVS, wherein selection of either
the first traffic icon or the second traffic icon results in
designation of the selected lead aircraft as TTF and re-
sults in both the first traffic icon and the second traffic
icon being made to more visually stand out; and position-
ing, on an HSI (horizontal situation indicator) section of
the PFD, a third TTF icon representative of the lead air-
craft when a TTF has been designated.
[0041] These aspects and other embodiments may in-
clude one or more of the following features. The third
TTF icon may include a designation of the call sign/flight
ID for the TTF, the ground speed of the TTF, and a nu-
merical representation of an altitude difference between
the TTF and the ownship. The method may further com-
prise: causing a first range ring symbol along with a nu-
merical representation of a flight crew selected threshold
distance to be displayed on the ND adjacent the first
range ring symbol, wherein the threshold distance is
equal to a minimum flight crew selected separation dis-
tance between the TTF and the ownship, and wherein
the distance between the first traffic icon, the first range
ring symbol and an ownship symbol on the ND is propor-
tional to the horizontal distance between the actual TTF,
the threshold distance and the actual ownship; and caus-
ing a second range ring symbol along with a numerical
representation of the flight crew selected threshold dis-
tance to be displayed on the HSI section of the PFD,
wherein the distance between the third traffic icon, the
second range ring symbol and an ownship symbol on the
HSI is proportional to the horizontal distance between
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the actual TTF, the threshold distance and the actual
ownship, and wherein selection of either the first traffic
icon, the second traffic icon, or the third traffic icon allows
for entry of the threshold distance from the ND, the SVS
or the HSI. The method may further comprise systemat-
ically adjusting the position of the first traffic icon relative
to the first range ring symbol and the ownship symbol on
the ND, and the position of the third traffic icon relative
to the second range ring symbol and the ownship symbol
on the HSI. The method may further comprise: causing
to be displayed, adjacent to an ownship symbol on the
ND, a numerical representation of the differential ground
speed between the TTF and ownship and a differential
ground speed symbol representative of a range of differ-
ential ground speeds; and causing to be displayed, on
the SVS, a numerical representation of the differential
ground speed between the TTF and the ownship and a
differential ground speed symbol representative of a
range of differential ground speeds. The method may
comprise causing the numerical representation of the dif-
ferential ground speed and the differential ground speed
symbol to be displayed either adjacent to an ownship
symbol on the SVS or adjacent to an existing ground-
speed display on the SVS/HUD The method may further
comprise: estimating an airspeed target at which to fly to
maintain a desired distance between the ownship and
the TTF; and causing the estimated airspeed target to
be displayed on the SVS/HUD. The method may com-
prise causing the estimated airspeed target to be dis-
played in an airspeed indicator section on the SVS/HUD.
The method may comprise estimating the airspeed target
using a current ownship airspeed, wind speed and direc-
tion, current ownship groundspeed, and differential
groundspeed between the TTF and the ownship. The
method may further comprise causing a vertical line from
TTF symbol displayed on SVS to TTF symbol displayed
on PFD to provide indication of how close the TTF is from
ownship. The method may further comprise causing the
state of the TFF symbol on SVS and the TTF symbol on
the HSI to change when the TTF no longer meets mini-
mum CAVS criteria.
[0042] In another embodiment, a non-transient com-
puter readable media encoded with programming in-
structions that when executed by one or more processors
in a trail aircraft causes the one or more processors to
perform a method of providing visual cues to flight crew
on multiple displays while the trail aircraft follows a pro-
ceeding aircraft during an approach using visual sepa-
ration rules is provided. The method comprises: position-
ing, on an SVS (synthetic vision system) display section
of a primary flight display (PFD) or HUD, one or more
traffic icons wherein each is representative of a lead air-
craft ahead of an ownship and wherein the size of each
traffic icon is scaled based on proximity to the ownship;
designating a lead aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF) via
selection of a first traffic icon representative of one lead
aircraft displayed on a navigation display (ND) or via se-
lection of a second traffic icon representative of the same

lead aircraft displayed on the SVS, wherein selection of
either the first traffic icon or the second traffic icon results
in designation of the selected lead aircraft as TTF and
results in both the first traffic icon and the second traffic
icon being made to more visually stand out; and position-
ing, on an HSI (horizontal situation indicator) section of
the PFD, a third TTF icon representative of the lead air-
craft when a TTF has been designated.
[0043] In another embodiment, a visualization assist-
ance system for providing visual cues to flight crew on
multiple displays (e.g., ND and PFD) while following a
proceeding aircraft during an approach using visual sep-
aration rules is provided. The visualization assistance
system comprises one or more processors configured
by programming instructions on non-transient computer
readable media.
[0044] The visualization assistance system is config-
ured, with respect to the ND, to: receive the selection of
an icon displayed on a navigation display (ND) that rep-
resents an aircraft ahead of the ownship aircraft, desig-
nate the selected aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF), and
cause the selected icon to be highlighted; cause a range
ring symbol along with a designation of a flight crew se-
lected threshold distance to be displayed on the ND, the
threshold distance equal to minimum flight crew selected
separation distance between the TTF and ownship; and
cause the display of a numerical representation of the
differential ground speed between the TTF and ownship
and a differential ground speed symbol representative of
a range of differential ground speeds to be displayed ad-
jacent to an ownship symbol on the ND;
[0045] The visualization assistance system is config-
ured, with respect to the PFD, to: position, on HSI, widget
representative of TTF and range ring symbol, the TTF
widget including icon representative of TTF, call
sign/flight ID for TTF, ground speed of TTF, numerical
representation of altitude difference between TTF and
ownship, numerical representation of the differential
ground speed between the TTF and ownship and a dif-
ferential ground speed symbol representative of a range
of differential ground speeds to be displayed adjacent to
an ownship symbol on the HSI; position, on the SVS, a
selectable traffic symbol representative of traffic ahead
of the ownship wherein the size of the traffic symbol is
scaled based on proximity to ownship; highlight a traffic
symbol on SVS that is representative of an aircraft that
has been designated as a TTF; designate an aircraft as
a TTF responsive to selection of a traffic symbol on SVS
representative of the aircraft, wherein TTF is selectable
from ND, SVS and HSI and threshold distance can be
entered from ND, SVS or HSI; cause the display of a
numerical representation of the differential ground speed
between the TTF and ownship and a differential ground
speed symbol representative of a range of differential
ground speeds to be displayed either adjacent to an own-
ship symbol on the SVS or adjacent to existing ground-
speed display on the SVS; estimate airspeed target using
current airspeed, wind speed and direction, and current
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and differential groundspeed for achieving a suitable tar-
get speed to maintain the desired distance from TTF and
cause estimated airspeed target to be displayed on SVS;
cause estimated airspeed target to be displayed in air-
speed indicator section on SVS; cause a vertical line from
TTF symbol displayed on SVS to TTF symbol displayed
on PFD to provide indication of the TTF range; and cause
the state of the TFF symbol on SVS and the TTF symbol
on the HSI to change when TTF no longer meets mini-
mum CAVS criteria.
[0046] Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the
various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and
algorithm steps described in connection with the embod-
iments disclosed herein may be implemented as elec-
tronic hardware, computer software, or combinations of
both. Some of the embodiments and implementations
are described above in terms of functional and/or logical
block components (or modules) and various processing
steps. However, it should be appreciated that such block
components (or modules) may be realized by any
number of hardware, software, and/or firmware compo-
nents configured to perform the specified functions. To
clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and
software, various illustrative components, blocks, mod-
ules, circuits, and steps have been described above gen-
erally in terms of their functionality. Whether such func-
tionality is implemented as hardware or software de-
pends upon the particular application and design con-
straints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans
may implement the described functionality in varying
ways for each particular application, but such implemen-
tation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a
departure from the scope of the present invention. For
example, an embodiment of a system or a component
may employ various integrated circuit components, e.g.,
memory elements, digital signal processing elements,
logic elements, look-up tables, or the like, which may
carry out a variety of functions under the control of one
or more microprocessors or other control devices. In ad-
dition, those skilled in the art will appreciate that embod-
iments described herein are merely exemplary imple-
mentations.
[0047] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules,
and circuits described in connection with the embodi-
ments disclosed herein may be implemented or per-
formed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal
processor (DSP), an application specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or
other programmable logic device, discrete gate or tran-
sistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any com-
bination thereof designed to perform the functions de-
scribed herein. A general-purpose processor may be a
microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may
be any conventional processor, controller, microcontrol-
ler, or state machine. A processor may also be imple-
mented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a
combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality
of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in con-

junction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.
[0048] The steps of a method or algorithm described
in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein
may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software mod-
ule executed by a processor, or in a combination of the
two. A software module may reside in RAM memory, flash
memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM
memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-
ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the
art. An exemplary storage medium is coupled to the proc-
essor such that the processor can read information from,
and write information to, the storage medium. In the al-
ternative, the storage medium may be integral to the proc-
essor. The processor and the storage medium may re-
side in an ASIC. The ASIC may reside in a user terminal.
In the alternative, the processor and the storage medium
may reside as discrete components in a user terminal.
[0049] In this document, relational terms such as first
and second, and the like may be used solely to distinguish
one entity or action from another entity or action without
necessarily requiring or implying any actual such rela-
tionship or order between such entities or actions. Nu-
merical ordinals such as "first," "second," "third," etc. sim-
ply denote different singles of a plurality and do not imply
any order or sequence unless specifically defined by the
claim language. The sequence of the text in any of the
claims does not imply that process steps must be per-
formed in a temporal or logical order according to such
sequence unless it is specifically defined by the language
of the claim. The process steps may be interchanged in
any order without departing from the scope of the inven-
tion as long as such an interchange does not contradict
the claim language and is not logically nonsensical.
[0050] Furthermore, depending on the context, words
such as "connect" or "coupled to" used in describing a
relationship between different elements do not imply that
a direct physical connection must be made between
these elements. For example, two elements may be con-
nected to each other physically, electronically, logically,
or in any other manner, through one or more additional
elements.
[0051] While at least one exemplary embodiment has
been presented in the foregoing detailed description of
the invention, it should be appreciated that a vast number
of variations exist. It should also be appreciated that the
exemplary embodiment or exemplary embodiments are
only examples, and are not intended to limit the scope,
applicability, or configuration of the invention in any way.
Rather, the foregoing detailed description will provide
those skilled in the art with a convenient road map for
implementing an exemplary embodiment of the inven-
tion. It being understood that various changes may be
made in the function and arrangement of elements de-
scribed in an exemplary embodiment without departing
from the scope of the invention as set forth in the ap-
pended claims.
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Claims

1. A visualization assistance system for providing vis-
ual cues to flight crew on multiple displays while fol-
lowing a proceeding aircraft during an approach us-
ing visual separation rules, the visualization assist-
ance system comprising one or more processors
configured by programming instructions on non-tran-
sient computer readable media, the visualization as-
sistance system configured to:

position, on an SVS (synthetic vision system)
display section of a primary flight display (PFD)
or head-up display (HUD), one or more traffic
icons wherein each is representative of a lead
aircraft ahead of an ownship and wherein the
size of each traffic icon is scaled based on prox-
imity to the ownship;
designate a lead aircraft as traffic to follow (TTF)
via selection of a first traffic icon representative
of one lead aircraft displayed on a navigation
display (ND) or via selection of a second traffic
icon representative of the same lead aircraft dis-
played on the SVS, wherein selection of either
the first traffic icon or the second traffic icon re-
sults in designation of the selected lead aircraft
as TTF and results in both the first traffic icon
and the second traffic icon being made to more
visually stand out; and
position, on an HSI (horizontal situation indica-
tor) section of the PFD, a third TTF icon repre-
sentative of the lead aircraft when a TTF has
been designated.

2. The visualization assistance system of claim 1,
wherein the third TTF icon includes a designation of
the call sign or flight ID for the TTF, the ground speed
of the TTF, and a numerical representation of an
altitude difference between the TTF and the own-
ship.

3. The visualization assistance system of claim 1, fur-
ther configured to:

cause a first range ring symbol along with a nu-
merical representation of a flight crew selected
threshold distance to be displayed on the ND
adjacent the first range ring symbol, wherein the
threshold distance is equal to a minimum flight
crew selected separation distance between the
TTF and the ownship, and wherein the distance
between the first traffic icon, the first range ring
symbol and an ownship symbol on the ND is
proportional to the horizontal distance between
the actual TTF, the threshold distance and the
actual ownship; and
cause a second range ring symbol along with a
numerical representation of the flight crew se-

lected threshold distance to be displayed on the
HSI section of the PFD, wherein the distance
between the third traffic icon, the second range
ring symbol and an ownship symbol on the HSI
is proportional to the horizontal distance be-
tween the actual TTF, the threshold distance
and the actual ownship, and wherein selection
of either the first traffic icon, the second traffic
icon, or the third traffic icon allows for entry of
the threshold distance from the ND, the SVS or
the HSI.

4. The visualization assistance system of claim 1, fur-
ther configured to systematically adjust the position
of the first traffic icon relative to the first range ring
symbol and the ownship symbol on the ND, and the
position of the third traffic icon relative to the second
range ring symbol and the ownship symbol on the
HSI.

5. The visualization assistance system of claim 1, fur-
ther configured to:

cause to be displayed, adjacent to an ownship
symbol on the ND, a numerical representation
of the differential ground speed between the TTF
and ownship and a differential ground speed
symbol representative of a range of differential
ground speeds; and
cause to be displayed, on the PFD, a numerical
representation of the differential ground speed
between the TTF and the ownship and a differ-
ential ground speed symbol representative of a
range of differential ground speeds.

6. The visualization assistance system of claim 1, fur-
ther configured to:

estimate an airspeed target at which to fly to
maintain a desired distance between the own-
ship and the TTF; and
cause the estimated airspeed target to be dis-
played on the SVS or HUD

7. The visualization assistance system of claim 1, fur-
ther configured to cause a vertical line from TTF sym-
bol displayed on SVS to TTF symbol displayed on
PFD to provide an indication of TTF range.

8. A computer-implemented method in a trail aircraft
for providing visual cues to flight crew on multiple
displays while following a proceeding aircraft during
an approach using visual separation rules, the meth-
od comprising:

positioning, on an SVS (synthetic vision system)
display section of a primary flight display (PFD)
or head-up display (HUD), one or more traffic
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icons wherein each is representative of a lead
aircraft ahead of an ownship and wherein the
size of each traffic icon is scaled based on prox-
imity to the ownship;
designating a lead aircraft as traffic to follow
(TTF) via selection of a first traffic icon repre-
sentative of one lead aircraft displayed on a nav-
igation display (ND) or via selection of a second
traffic icon representative of the same lead air-
craft displayed on the SVS, wherein selection of
either the first traffic icon or the second traffic
icon results in designation of the selected lead
aircraft as TTF and results in both the first traffic
icon and the second traffic icon being made to
more visually stand out; and
positioning, on an HSI (horizontal situation indi-
cator) section of the PFD, a third TTF icon rep-
resentative of the lead aircraft when a TTF has
been designated.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

causing a first range ring symbol along with a
numerical representation of a flight crew select-
ed threshold distance to be displayed on the ND
adjacent the first range ring symbol, wherein the
threshold distance is equal to a minimum flight
crew selected separation distance between the
TTF and the ownship, and wherein the distance
between the first traffic icon, the first range ring
symbol and an ownship symbol on the ND is
proportional to the horizontal distance between
the actual TTF, the threshold distance and the
actual ownship; and
causing a second range ring symbol along with
a numerical representation of the flight crew se-
lected threshold distance to be displayed on the
HSI section of the PFD, wherein the distance
between the third traffic icon, the second range
ring symbol and an ownship symbol on the HSI
is proportional to the horizontal distance be-
tween the actual TTF, the threshold distance
and the actual ownship, and wherein selection
of either the first traffic icon, the second traffic
icon, or the third traffic icon allows for entry of
the threshold distance from the ND, the SVS or
the HSI.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising system-
atically adjusting the position of the first traffic icon
relative to the first range ring symbol and the ownship
symbol on the ND, and the position of the third traffic
icon relative to the second range ring symbol and
the ownship symbol on the HSI.
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